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II have for some time now been interested in Sinhala (Tamil)have for some time now been interested in Sinhala (Tamil)
writing for the intelligent reader on a variety of subjects.writing for the intelligent reader on a variety of subjects.

There is hardly anything to read on the pubic debt problem,There is hardly anything to read on the pubic debt problem,
the recent crises in the recent crises in the world economythe world economy, the emergence of China, the emergence of China
and India as economic giants in the world, the environmentand India as economic giants in the world, the environment
problem in the context of the problem in the context of the world economy and many anotherworld economy and many another
problem. Those familiar with other areas will readily speak problem. Those familiar with other areas will readily speak 
about scarcity in their own fields of work.about scarcity in their own fields of work.

I suspect that the I suspect that the main reason for this dearth of reading materialmain reason for this dearth of reading material
is that it is not rewarding and indeed punishing to write inis that it is not rewarding and indeed punishing to write in
Sinhala seriously on this sort of subjects and themes. Sinhala seriously on this sort of subjects and themes. The majorThe major
reason is that reason is that there is no mathere is no market for such books. We buy booksrket for such books. We buy books
after meeting our daily expenses and saving some small amountafter meeting our daily expenses and saving some small amount
of our income to meet emergencies and to spend in old age,of our income to meet emergencies and to spend in old age,
out of what is called ‘discretionary income’. When incomesout of what is called ‘discretionary income’. When incomes
are low, as are low, as in our in our countrycountry, , discretionary income discretionary income isis
low. Therefore the average person has no money to spend onlow. Therefore the average person has no money to spend on
buying books. Those in our society with discretionary incomebuying books. Those in our society with discretionary income
are few and tend to read in English, mostly cheap fiction andare few and tend to read in English, mostly cheap fiction and
therefore would not buy Sinhala (Tamil) books. There are, notherefore would not buy Sinhala (Tamil) books. There are, no
doubt, a few who both have the income to spend and read indoubt, a few who both have the income to spend and read in
the local languages. This number is far too small to permit athe local languages. This number is far too small to permit a
decent income to a scholar with competence to write suchdecent income to a scholar with competence to write such
books. The contrast with India is striking. There are somebooks. The contrast with India is striking. There are some
250 million there out of 1.2 billion who have substantial250 million there out of 1.2 billion who have substantial
discretionary income and book writing and publishing is adiscretionary income and book writing and publishing is a
flourishing business. Dr. Ramachandran Guha who recentlyflourishing business. Dr. Ramachandran Guha who recently
spoke in Colombo is an example of one such successful spoke in Colombo is an example of one such successful authorauthor
in India. in India. He writes in EnglisHe writes in English onlyh only. I don’t know about writers. I don’t know about writers
in local languages. In Sri Lanka we do not have that species.in local languages. In Sri Lanka we do not have that species.

Yet I receive several volumes of books in Sinhala a yearYet I receive several volumes of books in Sinhala a year
distributed free. They are mostly on religion and morality. Idistributed free. They are mostly on religion and morality. I
find them painfully repetitive and utterly boring. So I do notfind them painfully repetitive and utterly boring. So I do not
read them beyond the title page. So far as they are written byread them beyond the title page. So far as they are written by
a bhikkhu or other clergymen they are looa bhikkhu or other clergymen they are looked after by ked after by the laitythe laity
who support them and need no other reward. The Socialwho support them and need no other reward. The Social
Scientists’ Association is an exception and does publish highScientists’ Association is an exception and does publish high
quality books on serious subjequality books on serious subjects in Sinhala cts in Sinhala (Tamil?). (Tamil?). AnotherAnother
set of books I receive are published for free distribution byset of books I receive are published for free distribution by
several NGOo financially supported from overseas. I presumeseveral NGOo financially supported from overseas. I presume
the writers are paid reasonably well by these institutions. Thesethe writers are paid reasonably well by these institutions. These
books are for the most part related to conflict resolution andbooks are for the most part related to conflict resolution and
similar subjects. What is significant is that there are nosimilar subjects. What is significant is that there are no
domestic sources of money to pay authors and meet the costdomestic sources of money to pay authors and meet the cost

of publication. Without such support, we will not have seriousof publication. Without such support, we will not have serious
writing in local languages on subjects that writing in local languages on subjects that matter. Governmentsmatter. Governments
in this country, the present one in particulain this country, the present one in particular, are in high dudgeonr, are in high dudgeon
that NGOo receive assistance from overseas for variousthat NGOo receive assistance from overseas for various
purposes. (This is normal for a government which would wishpurposes. (This is normal for a government which would wish
to destroy all opinion contradicting it.) Where would NGOoto destroy all opinion contradicting it.) Where would NGOo
look for money here unless they were putting up a stupa or alook for money here unless they were putting up a stupa or a
ranveta? I have had most disappointing experience trying toranveta? I have had most disappointing experience trying to
raise money locally and would not waste on such ventures anyraise money locally and would not waste on such ventures any
time again, unless I were to be far more religious than I evertime again, unless I were to be far more religious than I ever
imagine myself to be.imagine myself to be.

Here is a good cause on which foreign donors can be effective.Here is a good cause on which foreign donors can be effective.
At the moment there are no books coming out with foreignAt the moment there are no books coming out with foreign
help, unless they help, unless they be on the ethnic be on the ethnic issue or women’s’ issue or women’s’ problems.problems.
Foreigners also pay for public opinion surveys by NGOo.Foreigners also pay for public opinion surveys by NGOo.
However, what sense do people make of these findings whenHowever, what sense do people make of these findings when
they lack basic learning in the principles that underlie thethey lack basic learning in the principles that underlie the
rationale for undertaking that sort of work, in the first place?rationale for undertaking that sort of work, in the first place?
(There is no point talking to the few hundred who read and(There is no point talking to the few hundred who read and
write only in English.) What purpose economic surveys, whenwrite only in English.) What purpose economic surveys, when
nobody can read the surveys with a knowledge of economicnobody can read the surveys with a knowledge of economic
principles that underlie reasons there for? I submit that theprinciples that underlie reasons there for? I submit that the
subjects foreign funds now support are overdone and that thissubjects foreign funds now support are overdone and that this
money can be far more effective paying for writing andmoney can be far more effective paying for writing and
publishing books on subjects of the kind I have mentioned.publishing books on subjects of the kind I have mentioned.
The books must be sold and not distributed free. But the pricesThe books must be sold and not distributed free. But the prices
can be subsidized with such financial aid. Authors must becan be subsidized with such financial aid. Authors must be
paid adequately to avoid recruiting people who have no otherpaid adequately to avoid recruiting people who have no other
way of occupying their time. A person must be able to say noway of occupying their time. A person must be able to say no
to a consultancy with some international agency and take onto a consultancy with some international agency and take on
this work and keep herself fully this work and keep herself fully employed in writing. The fundsemployed in writing. The funds
should be so administered that a contracted author does notshould be so administered that a contracted author does not
walk away walk away with the advwith the advance payment. This ance payment. This kind of kind of activityactivity
will be far more productive than a will be far more productive than a hundred seminars conductedhundred seminars conducted
by visiting scholars usually of dubious competence.by visiting scholars usually of dubious competence.

Authors must be free to write once a theme has been agreedAuthors must be free to write once a theme has been agreed
upon. The choice of themes must be the privilege of the authorupon. The choice of themes must be the privilege of the author
with a right to approve or otherwise by the financing agency.with a right to approve or otherwise by the financing agency.
It is unlikely that each agency would finance more than twoIt is unlikely that each agency would finance more than two
books a year and if several of them adopt this sort of books a year and if several of them adopt this sort of 
programme, we might have three or four books coming outprogramme, we might have three or four books coming out
every year, a great bonanza to Sinhala (Tamil)readers.every year, a great bonanza to Sinhala (Tamil)readers.

Courtesy,Courtesy, The Island The Island , 28 August 2011, 28 August 2011

POVERTY OF WRITERSPOVERTY OF WRITERS

Usvatte-aratchiUsvatte-aratchi
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IN MEMORIAMIN MEMORIAM

Karthigesu Sivathamby : A TributeKarthigesu Sivathamby : A Tribute

Romila ThaparRomila Thapar
Former Professor of History, Jawaharlal NehruFormer Professor of History, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi.University, New Delhi.

After the Jawaharlal Nehru University was founded in 19After the Jawaharlal Nehru University was founded in 1970,70,
one of the first persons one of the first persons whom we, at the Centre for Historicalwhom we, at the Centre for Historical
Studies, invited to come on a Visiting Fellowship, wasStudies, invited to come on a Visiting Fellowship, was
Professor Karthigesu Sivathamby. Some of us had met himProfessor Karthigesu Sivathamby. Some of us had met him
briefly but most of us knew his sbriefly but most of us knew his studies on Tamtudies on Tamil culture, whichil culture, which
we greatly admired. His presence was catalytic, in terms of we greatly admired. His presence was catalytic, in terms of 
expanding our awareness of Tamil history and culture, andexpanding our awareness of Tamil history and culture, and
more so in the area of Tamil drama with which we weremore so in the area of Tamil drama with which we were
largely unfamiliar. His lectures and seminar discussions,largely unfamiliar. His lectures and seminar discussions,
helped to bring drama into focus as a form of socialhelped to bring drama into focus as a form of social
articulation which in many ways was an innovation in thearticulation which in many ways was an innovation in the
understanding of South Asian culture. And above all he had aunderstanding of South Asian culture. And above all he had a
great presence that involved everyone in his discussions, hisgreat presence that involved everyone in his discussions, his
knowledge and also his lauknowledge and also his laughter.ghter.

His interest in theatre was not just academic for he was aHis interest in theatre was not just academic for he was a
keen follower of theatre movements in various places, in keen follower of theatre movements in various places, in townstowns
and villages, and by a variety of performing groups – all of and villages, and by a variety of performing groups – all of 
whom he was able to integrate into his way of giving dramawhom he was able to integrate into his way of giving drama
a major cultural space.a major cultural space.

His analyses of Tamil literature were enriched by his readingsHis analyses of Tamil literature were enriched by his readings
in Sociology and Marxism. This led to insightful questionsin Sociology and Marxism. This led to insightful questions
that had not been asked before. It also enabled those of usthat had not been asked before. It also enabled those of us
who were not in Tamil studies to understand and appreciatewho were not in Tamil studies to understand and appreciate
his approach. It was important to correlate details of authorshiphis approach. It was important to correlate details of authorship
with those of its audience and to enquire intwith those of its audience and to enquire into the intention of o the intention of 
the work in terms of the social and histothe work in terms of the social and historical concerns of therical concerns of the
time when it was written. This kind of analytical understandingtime when it was written. This kind of analytical understanding
was initially limited to was initially limited to scholars such as him and scholars such as him and KailasapathyKailasapathy
who worked on heroic poetry. But it made an who worked on heroic poetry. But it made an impact on thoseimpact on those
of us who were working on the Sanskrit epics and drama.of us who were working on the Sanskrit epics and drama.

What was so heartening was that he did not see the cultureWhat was so heartening was that he did not see the culture
of a society as uniform and monolithic. He understood theof a society as uniform and monolithic. He understood the
plurality and porosity of all cultures and the fact that theyplurality and porosity of all cultures and the fact that they

evolved through close interaction with other evolved through close interaction with other cultures. He wascultures. He was
concerned that the respect and accommodation of pluralityconcerned that the respect and accommodation of plurality
that was given to cultures of South Asia in the past, shouldthat was given to cultures of South Asia in the past, should
also continue into the present. It is a concern that many of usalso continue into the present. It is a concern that many of us
share.share.

Karthigesu Sivathamby: A TributeKarthigesu Sivathamby: A Tribute

R. ChampakalakshmiR. Champakalakshmi
Former Professor of History, Jawaharlal NehruFormer Professor of History, Jawaharlal Nehru
University, New Delhi.University, New Delhi.

Professor Karthigesu Sivathamby’s sudden demise is anProfessor Karthigesu Sivathamby’s sudden demise is an
irrepairable loss to the scholarly world of Tamil and to theirrepairable loss to the scholarly world of Tamil and to the
social values and humanitarian principles that he stood for.social values and humanitarian principles that he stood for.
As a scholar of Tamil, his contribution is not easy to assessAs a scholar of Tamil, his contribution is not easy to assess
as he was not merely a master of the Tamil language andas he was not merely a master of the Tamil language and
literature but transcended his academic discipline to enrichliterature but transcended his academic discipline to enrich
other areas like history, literary history in other areas like history, literary history in particular, and socio-particular, and socio-
economic history of the Tamils. His work on the Sangameconomic history of the Tamils. His work on the Sangam
anthologies and the importance of the Tinai (eco-zone)anthologies and the importance of the Tinai (eco-zone)
concept has been a seminal contribution to the study of theconcept has been a seminal contribution to the study of the
socio-economic organization of the early Tamils, underliningsocio-economic organization of the early Tamils, underlining
the importance of man-nature relationship and ecological andthe importance of man-nature relationship and ecological and
environmental factors determinenvironmental factors determining the nature of the economicing the nature of the economic
activities. It has inspired many historians including me toactivities. It has inspired many historians including me to
examine the Tamexamine the Tamil Sangam texts, whiil Sangam texts, which his work ch his work establishedestablished
as historical sources of great relevance for understandingas historical sources of great relevance for understanding
early social formations and the changes which occurred overearly social formations and the changes which occurred over
the centuries of the post-Sangam and early medieval times.the centuries of the post-Sangam and early medieval times.
It has indeed provided a new vision of the Sangam age (earlyIt has indeed provided a new vision of the Sangam age (early
historical period ) with fresh insights questioning the theoryhistorical period ) with fresh insights questioning the theory
of a linear development of economy from a predominantof a linear development of economy from a predominant
hunting-gathering to a food-producing agricultural economyhunting-gathering to a food-producing agricultural economy
with corresponding changes in society. In fact his emphasiswith corresponding changes in society. In fact his emphasis
on the eco-zonal variations and the uneven nature of economyon the eco-zonal variations and the uneven nature of economy
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as reflected in the Tinai concept opened up many interestingas reflected in the Tinai concept opened up many interesting
avenues of research into the socio-economic organization of avenues of research into the socio-economic organization of 
the early historical and early medieval periods. The the early historical and early medieval periods. The changingchanging
historical contexts were for the first time clearly understoodhistorical contexts were for the first time clearly understood
and related to the nature of the tribal and kin-based societyand related to the nature of the tribal and kin-based society
of the Sangam Tamof the Sangam Tamils, which gradually gave place to ils, which gradually gave place to a socio-a socio-
political organization based on the political organization based on the spread of the Brahmanicalspread of the Brahmanical
tradition as a package, composed of the Vedic, Itihasa-tradition as a package, composed of the Vedic, Itihasa-
Puranic and Dharmasastric forms, introducing monarchy asPuranic and Dharmasastric forms, introducing monarchy as
the chief institutithe chief institutional force and the Vonal force and the Varna- based social orderarna- based social order
dominated by the Brahmana- Ksatriya alliance in establishingdominated by the Brahmana- Ksatriya alliance in establishing
regional polities, with Brahmanical institutions like theregional polities, with Brahmanical institutions like the
bahmadeya and the temple becoming the integrative forcesbahmadeya and the temple becoming the integrative forces
in the new social formation of the early medieval period.in the new social formation of the early medieval period.
Sivathamby’s works on literary history significantly add toSivathamby’s works on literary history significantly add to
these fresh insights by placing the compositithese fresh insights by placing the composition of the Sangamon of the Sangam
poems, their collection into anthologies and the commentariespoems, their collection into anthologies and the commentaries
on these anthologies at various points in chronology i.e., inon these anthologies at various points in chronology i.e., in
the changing historical contexts and have influenced thethe changing historical contexts and have influenced the
historian’s approach to the study of the Sangam corpus ashistorian’s approach to the study of the Sangam corpus as
historical sources and to explain how they reflect in manyhistorical sources and to explain how they reflect in many
ways the processes of historical change in Tamil society andways the processes of historical change in Tamil society and
economy in the two major periods, the early historical andeconomy in the two major periods, the early historical and
early medieval. That the Sangam texts were practically lostearly medieval. That the Sangam texts were practically lost
or became irrelevant in medieval times and came to beor became irrelevant in medieval times and came to be
rediscovered in the 19th century AD as a major resource,rediscovered in the 19th century AD as a major resource,
which influenced the highly significant 19which influenced the highly significant 19thth century ideologicalcentury ideological
changes, are a major contribution of Sivathamby to literarychanges, are a major contribution of Sivathamby to literary
history, This rediscovery was particularly significant in thehistory, This rediscovery was particularly significant in the
emergence and progress of the Dravidian movements and toemergence and progress of the Dravidian movements and to
this day the Sangam texts have been of central importancethis day the Sangam texts have been of central importance
in the political sphere for the Dravidian movements, apartin the political sphere for the Dravidian movements, apart
from their literary value and academic interest as the classicalfrom their literary value and academic interest as the classical
language which produced the oldest literature of the Dravidianlanguage which produced the oldest literature of the Dravidian
languages.languages.

As a historian, my focus has been As a historian, my focus has been on Sivathamby’s works onon Sivathamby’s works on
the Sangam works and the literary history of Tamil, thoughthe Sangam works and the literary history of Tamil, though
his concern for the social welfare and human rights of thehis concern for the social welfare and human rights of the
TamTamils in Sri Lanka and elsewhere is equally signifiils in Sri Lanka and elsewhere is equally significant andcant and
has shown that his involvement as a committed social activisthas shown that his involvement as a committed social activist
was characterized by a rare moderation and peacefulwas characterized by a rare moderation and peaceful
approach to the problems of the Tamils. He has beenapproach to the problems of the Tamils. He has been
undoubtedly influenced by the Marxist ideology and yet hisundoubtedly influenced by the Marxist ideology and yet his
was not straight-jacket Marxism, but a sober and consciouswas not straight-jacket Marxism, but a sober and conscious
stand with a legitimate application of the Marxist principlesstand with a legitimate application of the Marxist principles
and methods to his study of society and literature and to theand methods to his study of society and literature and to the
achievement of a free Tamil society.achievement of a free Tamil society.

The scholarly world will forever miss Professor SivathambyThe scholarly world will forever miss Professor Sivathamby
both for his rare scholarship and humanitarian ideals.both for his rare scholarship and humanitarian ideals.

Professor Sivathamby: The Man and HisProfessor Sivathamby: The Man and His
VisionVision

Chelva KanaganayakamChelva Kanaganayakam
University of Toronto, CanadaUniversity of Toronto, Canada

For the world of Tamil Studies, the passing away of For the world of Tamil Studies, the passing away of ProfessorProfessor
Sivathamby marks the end of an era. If one were to surveySivathamby marks the end of an era. If one were to survey
the intellectual history of that last one hundred years andthe intellectual history of that last one hundred years and
pick out a handful of scholars who have shaped the way wepick out a handful of scholars who have shaped the way we
think about literature, literary history, and cultural studies,think about literature, literary history, and cultural studies,
Professor Sivathamby would be among them. His thirty orProfessor Sivathamby would be among them. His thirty or
more monographs and his large number of essays are amore monographs and his large number of essays are a
testament to his encyclopedic vision, his depth testament to his encyclopedic vision, his depth of knowledge,of knowledge,
and his academic rigor. He gently but insistently deconstructedand his academic rigor. He gently but insistently deconstructed
a number of mythologies that we had created about literaturea number of mythologies that we had created about literature
and culture in order to projand culture in order to project a clear genealogy of ideas andect a clear genealogy of ideas and
replaced them with thoughts that were entirely original inreplaced them with thoughts that were entirely original in
conception.conception.

For me, he was more than a scholar. In the last four decades,For me, he was more than a scholar. In the last four decades,
from the time I was an undergraduate in his class, throughfrom the time I was an undergraduate in his class, through
the years that we taught as colleagues, until the time of histhe years that we taught as colleagues, until the time of his
death, he was both a mentor and a guide, constantly remindingdeath, he was both a mentor and a guide, constantly reminding
me of areas that I needed to explore, tasks I needed tome of areas that I needed to explore, tasks I needed to
accomplish, and gently showing me the way to achieve them.accomplish, and gently showing me the way to achieve them.
Beneath his self-deprecating manner was a wealth of Beneath his self-deprecating manner was a wealth of 
knowledge that he was only too happy to share. Whateverknowledge that he was only too happy to share. Whatever
little I learned about Tamil studies was entirely due to hislittle I learned about Tamil studies was entirely due to his
guidance.guidance.

Four years ago, the UniversitFour years ago, the University of Madras and the Centre fory of Madras and the Centre for
South South Asian Studies, University of TAsian Studies, University of Toronto, oronto, jointly organizedjointly organized
a seminar in Chennai to both appraise and celebrate the work a seminar in Chennai to both appraise and celebrate the work 
of Professor Sivathamby. I remember this occasion inof Professor Sivathamby. I remember this occasion in
particular because the hall in which the particular because the hall in which the conference took placeconference took place
was packed to capacity and scholar after scholar spoke atwas packed to capacity and scholar after scholar spoke at
length about the ways in which Professor Sivathamby’slength about the ways in which Professor Sivathamby’s
scholarship shaped the way they thought scholarship shaped the way they thought about literature andabout literature and
culture. Scholars from many disciplines spoke with genuineculture. Scholars from many disciplines spoke with genuine
admiration and I realized that wadmiration and I realized that we, as Te, as Tamils from Sri Lanka,amils from Sri Lanka,
were blessed to have him in our midst.were blessed to have him in our midst.

Professor Sivathamby was also my father’s student. MyProfessor Sivathamby was also my father’s student. My
memory of that time is vague, but I now realize that evenmemory of that time is vague, but I now realize that even
then he must have been very different from many of histhen he must have been very different from many of his
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peers. At a time when ideological positions were commonpeers. At a time when ideological positions were common
and allegiances to one side or another were almost inevitable,and allegiances to one side or another were almost inevitable,
Professor Sivathamby was willing to rise above petty rivalProfessor Sivathamby was willing to rise above petty rivalriesries
and see the best in everyone. In fact, if not for Professorand see the best in everyone. In fact, if not for Professor
Sivathamby, I would not have understood my father’sSivathamby, I would not have understood my father’s
contribution to literary studicontribution to literary studies. It was he who established anes. It was he who established an
award in my father’s name and ensured that the award wasaward in my father’s name and ensured that the award was
given to scholars of the highest caliber.given to scholars of the highest caliber.

Many of my visits to Sri Lanka in the last decade wereMany of my visits to Sri Lanka in the last decade were
specifically undertaken to learn from specifically undertaken to learn from Professor SivathambyProfessor Sivathamby..
He was always generous with his time, unassuming in theHe was always generous with his time, unassuming in the
way he expressed way he expressed his his ideas, and breathtaking in his ideas, and breathtaking in his depth of depth of 
knowledge. He showed me by example that being a scholarknowledge. He showed me by example that being a scholar
in in the best sense of the term the best sense of the term meant much more meant much more than claimingthan claiming
a profession. It meant commitment to a vocation. Thea profession. It meant commitment to a vocation. The
difference was difficult at first to understand, but over thedifference was difficult at first to understand, but over the
years it became increasingly clear that is how he lived hisyears it became increasingly clear that is how he lived his
life. His scholarship and his kindness were two sides of thelife. His scholarship and his kindness were two sides of the
same coin. There was a deep humanity that framed hissame coin. There was a deep humanity that framed his
scholarship. From his perspective, there was no contradictionscholarship. From his perspective, there was no contradiction
in being a Marxist scholar and a deeply religious person. Hiin being a Marxist scholar and a deeply religious person. Hiss
objectivity in his wobjectivity in his work and in his life never got in the way of ork and in his life never got in the way of 
his compassion and empathy.his compassion and empathy.

Professor Sivathamby always treated me like a member of Professor Sivathamby always treated me like a member of 
his own family, and for that I was alwhis own family, and for that I was always grateful. It was anays grateful. It was an
honor and a privilege to have known him as a teacher and ahonor and a privilege to have known him as a teacher and a
close friend. He would remind me whenever I spoke to himclose friend. He would remind me whenever I spoke to him
on the phone that he could on the phone that he could not hope to live much lonnot hope to live much longer. ger. AndAnd
yet when the end came, it was a tremendous shock. I takeyet when the end came, it was a tremendous shock. I take
some consolation in the fact that like his life, his death toosome consolation in the fact that like his life, his death too
was gentle. He passed away peacefully, surrounded by awas gentle. He passed away peacefully, surrounded by a
loving family.loving family.

A Titan in Tamil StudiesA Titan in Tamil Studies

George HartGeorge Hart
Professor of Tamil Language, University of California,Professor of Tamil Language, University of California,
BerkeleyBerkeley

I was fortunate enough to spend considerable time with SivaI was fortunate enough to spend considerable time with Siva
when he visited Berkeley for a month or so years ago. Hewhen he visited Berkeley for a month or so years ago. He
was an extraordinary person, with a presence and charismawas an extraordinary person, with a presence and charisma
that anyone who knew him can never forget. He was largerthat anyone who knew him can never forget. He was larger
than life, literally and in every otthan life, literally and in every other wayher way. I still remember his. I still remember his
private reading of a paper he had written about the differentprivate reading of a paper he had written about the different
words in Sangam Tamil for ‘king,’ words in Sangam Tamil for ‘king,’ trying to distrying to discover exactlycover exactly

how they differed. His only audience was me and Richhow they differed. His only audience was me and Rich
Freeman, and we both felt were in the presence of anFreeman, and we both felt were in the presence of an
extraordinary mind. When he left Berkeley, the war in Sriextraordinary mind. When he left Berkeley, the war in Sri
Lanka was becoming quite intense, and I was concerned heLanka was becoming quite intense, and I was concerned he
might become a target, as he was not only a scholar but amight become a target, as he was not only a scholar but a
politician as well. The next politician as well. The next time I saw Siva was at the Classicaltime I saw Siva was at the Classical
TTamil Conference, when we both were visitiamil Conference, when we both were visiting the CM in hisng the CM in his
hotel room. Siva hadn’t changed. He started talking and saidhotel room. Siva hadn’t changed. He started talking and said
many things that must have displeased the CM–though theymany things that must have displeased the CM–though they
needed to be said. I stineeded to be said. I still remember that Siva’s dominatingll remember that Siva’s dominating
presence as he spoke to the CM. His death is a great loss topresence as he spoke to the CM. His death is a great loss to
TamTamil and to il and to Ilankai.Ilankai.

Professor Sivathamby was, quite simply, a titan in TamilProfessor Sivathamby was, quite simply, a titan in Tamil
studies. He approached the subject not from a chauvinist orstudies. He approached the subject not from a chauvinist or
sentimental viewpoint, but rather as a scholar of leftist leaningssentimental viewpoint, but rather as a scholar of leftist leanings
who wished to clear the mists of politics and sentwho wished to clear the mists of politics and sent iment fromiment from
the study of the languagthe study of the language. This enabled him to see Tame. This enabled him to see Tamil andil and
its various disciplines from genuinely new and productiveits various disciplines from genuinely new and productive
perspectives that will guide and inspire students forperspectives that will guide and inspire students for
generations to come. As a person, Siva had a presence and agenerations to come. As a person, Siva had a presence and a
warmth that none of his friends can forget. He was awarmth that none of his friends can forget. He was a
remarkable scholar and a remarkable man. We are all poorerremarkable scholar and a remarkable man. We are all poorer
for his passing.for his passing.

Prof. Sivathamby’s Contribution to the Prof. Sivathamby’s Contribution to the StudyStudy
of Early Historic Tamil Naduof Early Historic Tamil Nadu

K. IndrapalaK. Indrapala
Formerly Professor of History, University of JaffnaFormerly Professor of History, University of Jaffna
and later Professor of Southeast Asian Studies, Tamiland later Professor of Southeast Asian Studies, Tamil
University, ThanjavurUniversity, Thanjavur

Much has been said and written about Prof. Sivathamby’sMuch has been said and written about Prof. Sivathamby’s
contributions to Tamil literary studies. Perhaps it is not wellcontributions to Tamil literary studies. Perhaps it is not well
known in the world of Tamil scholarship that he had alsoknown in the world of Tamil scholarship that he had also
made valuable contributions in the field of ancient history.made valuable contributions in the field of ancient history.
The study of ancient history iThe study of ancient history in South Asia is largely dependentn South Asia is largely dependent
on literary sources. As a result, the historian is indebted toon literary sources. As a result, the historian is indebted to
the literary scholar for the proper interpretation of the literarythe literary scholar for the proper interpretation of the literary
sources while the literary scholar is in need of assistancesources while the literary scholar is in need of assistance
from the historian for a critical analysis and properfrom the historian for a critical analysis and proper
understanding of the literary texts, in particular tunderstanding of the literary texts, in particular their context.heir context.
Traditional scholars of TTraditional scholars of Tamil have generally tended to amil have generally tended to ignoreignore
the modern historian. And the modern critical the modern historian. And the modern critical historians havehistorians have
in turn ignored them. In thin turn ignored them. In the last fifty years, two Tamil scholarse last fifty years, two Tamil scholars
from Sri Lanka had made very valuable contributions to thefrom Sri Lanka had made very valuable contributions to the
study of the ancient history study of the ancient history of Tof Tamil Nadu through their criticalamil Nadu through their critical
analysis of the early Tamil texts. Prof. K. Kailasapathy andanalysis of the early Tamil texts. Prof. K. Kailasapathy and
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Prof. K. Sivathamby are the two scholars and serious noteProf. K. Sivathamby are the two scholars and serious note
of their contributions has been taken by the leading historiansof their contributions has been taken by the leading historians
of south India.of south India.

Prof. Sivathamby was as keen a student of history as heProf. Sivathamby was as keen a student of history as he
was of Tamil and politics. In fact, he studied history alongwas of Tamil and politics. In fact, he studied history along
with Tamil literature for his first degree in the University of with Tamil literature for his first degree in the University of 
Ceylon and went on to write athesis for his Ph.D. on aCeylon and went on to write athesis for his Ph.D. on a
historical topic based on ancient Tamil texts. The topic washistorical topic based on ancient Tamil texts. The topic was
‘Drama in Ancient T‘Drama in Ancient Tamil Society’. It amil Society’. It was a study of was a study of the originsthe origins
and development of Tamil drama in the Early Historic Periodand development of Tamil drama in the Early Historic Period
of Tamil Nadu. He was guided in this study by an eminentof Tamil Nadu. He was guided in this study by an eminent
scholar of Classical Greek, Prof. George Thomson, whoscholar of Classical Greek, Prof. George Thomson, who
himself had written copiously about ancient Greek society.himself had written copiously about ancient Greek society.
After obtaining his doctorate, Prof. Sivathamby continuedAfter obtaining his doctorate, Prof. Sivathamby continued
his interest in history, writing on such topics as ‘Cankamhis interest in history, writing on such topics as ‘Cankam
Literature and Archaeology’ and ‘Development of Literature and Archaeology’ and ‘Development of 
Aristocracy in Ancient Tamil Nadu’. But his most importantAristocracy in Ancient Tamil Nadu’. But his most important
contribution came in the form of his lengthy essay on thecontribution came in the form of his lengthy essay on the
Tinai concept.Tinai concept.

As is well known to students of ancient Tamil literature, theAs is well known to students of ancient Tamil literature, the
ancient Tamil texts divide the Tamil country into five majorancient Tamil texts divide the Tamil country into five major
physiographic divisions or tinais. Historians of Tamil Naduphysiographic divisions or tinais. Historians of Tamil Nadu
had for a long time followed the interpretations of medievalhad for a long time followed the interpretations of medieval
commentators for an understanding commentators for an understanding of this concept. As Prof.of this concept. As Prof.
Rajan Gurukkal has summarized, “Commentators writing onRajan Gurukkal has summarized, “Commentators writing on
the compositions after many centuries, certainly had seriousthe compositions after many centuries, certainly had serious
lexical problems with a large number of terms andlexical problems with a large number of terms and
expressions, apart from their real context. They could viewexpressions, apart from their real context. They could view
things only through a grammarian’s eye, searching for thethings only through a grammarian’s eye, searching for the
rules and principles of poetics. What are socially rules and principles of poetics. What are socially symbolic insymbolic in
the poetics were the poetics were beyond their comprehension. Without caringbeyond their comprehension. Without caring
for these limitations of the commentators, historians oftenfor these limitations of the commentators, historians often
followed the interpretations given by them and lost sight of followed the interpretations given by them and lost sight of 
historical reality. The fivefold physiographic division, whichhistorical reality. The fivefold physiographic division, which
was a mere poetic concept to the commentators, therefore,was a mere poetic concept to the commentators, therefore,
hardly made any realistic sense to the historians even thoughhardly made any realistic sense to the historians even though
they sought to make it historical.” (Gurukkal, Socialthey sought to make it historical.” (Gurukkal, Social
Formations of Early South India, OUP 2010: 27)Formations of Early South India, OUP 2010: 27)

Refusing to accept the interpretation of the commentators,Refusing to accept the interpretation of the commentators,
Prof. Sivathamby made a deep study of the Tamil poemsProf. Sivathamby made a deep study of the Tamil poems
and came up with an insightful interpretation of the Tinaiand came up with an insightful interpretation of the Tinai
concept. His first contribution on this subject was made atconcept. His first contribution on this subject was made at
the First Conference othe First Conference of the International Association f the International Association for Tfor Tamilamil
Research in Kuala Lumpur in 1966 (‘An Analysis of theResearch in Kuala Lumpur in 1966 (‘An Analysis of the
Anthropological Significance of the Economic Activities andAnthropological Significance of the Economic Activities and
Conduct Code Ascribed to the Mullai Tinai’). But hiConduct Code Ascribed to the Mullai Tinai’). But his majors major

contribution came in the form of a long essay in the Socialcontribution came in the form of a long essay in the Social
Scientist (New Delhi) in 1974. This led to a realisticScientist (New Delhi) in 1974. This led to a realistic
interpretation of the Tinai concept and leading historians of interpretation of the Tinai concept and leading historians of 
south India, including Professors Rajan Gurukkal, Kesavansouth India, including Professors Rajan Gurukkal, Kesavan
VVeluthat, R. eluthat, R. Champakalakshmi and Sudharshan Champakalakshmi and Sudharshan Seneviratne,Seneviratne,
have followed it with further elaboration of the economichave followed it with further elaboration of the economic
activities of ancient Tamil Nadu. That these historians haveactivities of ancient Tamil Nadu. That these historians have
quoted Prof. Sivathamby, discussed his views and given creditquoted Prof. Sivathamby, discussed his views and given credit
to his interpretation is a measure of the contribution he madeto his interpretation is a measure of the contribution he made
to the study of Earlto the study of Early Historic Tamil Nadu110y Historic Tamil Nadu110

A Long Time FriendA Long Time Friend

Santasilan KadirgamarSantasilan Kadirgamar
Former Department of History, University of Jaffna,Former Department of History, University of Jaffna,
Sri LankaSri Lanka

Sivathamby was a long-time friend, contemporary and laterSivathamby was a long-time friend, contemporary and later
colleague in the colleague in the university. Wuniversity. We first met in te first met in the University of he University of 
Ceylon, Peradeniya when I entered the University in JuneCeylon, Peradeniya when I entered the University in June
1955. That was 1955. That was the the golden age, as golden age, as we the we the alumni of thatalumni of that
time claim, in the history of university education in this country.time claim, in the history of university education in this country.
It was a fully residentIt was a fully residential campus in which Sinial campus in which Sinhalese, Tamhalese, Tamils,ils,
Muslims, Burghers and students from Muslims, Burghers and students from other communities lived,other communities lived,
studied, fraternized and formed friendships that lasted a lifestudied, fraternized and formed friendships that lasted a life
time.time.

Ramanathan Hall, then a men’s hall, had 280 students, eachRamanathan Hall, then a men’s hall, had 280 students, each
having the luxury of a single room, with three spacioushaving the luxury of a single room, with three spacious
common rooms and a huge dining hall common rooms and a huge dining hall in which we had lunchin which we had lunch
and dinner together with our lecturers resident in the halland dinner together with our lecturers resident in the hall
seated at the high table. Here we interacted, exchangseated at the high table. Here we interacted, exchanged views,ed views,
shared our thoughts and aspirations about life, even as theshared our thoughts and aspirations about life, even as the
clouds of conflict with the passage of the Sinhala Only Actclouds of conflict with the passage of the Sinhala Only Act
of 1956 and the consequent 1958 anti-Tamil violence thatof 1956 and the consequent 1958 anti-Tamil violence that
changed the course of history in this country took place.changed the course of history in this country took place.

Contemporaries at Ramanathan Hall included in addition toContemporaries at Ramanathan Hall included in addition to
Sivathamby (Tamil), Kailasapathy (Tamil), BalakrishnanSivathamby (Tamil), Kailasapathy (Tamil), Balakrishnan
(Economics), Sivasamy (Sanskrit) A.J.Canagaratna (English)(Economics), Sivasamy (Sanskrit) A.J.Canagaratna (English)
Ramakrishnan (Philsophy) and self (History). IndrapalaRamakrishnan (Philsophy) and self (History). Indrapala
(History) was resident at Arunachalam Hall. There were(History) was resident at Arunachalam Hall. There were
several others (I several others (I refer here to my Tamil contemporaries) whorefer here to my Tamil contemporaries) who
entered the Civil Service, Foreign Service, Journalism, theentered the Civil Service, Foreign Service, Journalism, the
Legal profession, the police and the teaching profession – aLegal profession, the police and the teaching profession – a
list too long to mention here. The names I have mentionedlist too long to mention here. The names I have mentioned
above I have done so for a special reason. Having gone ourabove I have done so for a special reason. Having gone our
different ways we re-grouped after some two decades whendifferent ways we re-grouped after some two decades when
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the University of Jaffna was established. All mentioned abovethe University of Jaffna was established. All mentioned above
volunteered to ‘return’ to Jaffna where we were rooted andvolunteered to ‘return’ to Jaffna where we were rooted and
had our early education. The first eight years of the Universityhad our early education. The first eight years of the University
of Jaffna (1975 to 1983) were years of great hope andof Jaffna (1975 to 1983) were years of great hope and
aspirations when the foundatiaspirations when the foundations were laid for excellence inons were laid for excellence in
education. If the war had not education. If the war had not intervened this university wouldintervened this university would
have blossomed to be one of the best in the country andhave blossomed to be one of the best in the country and
perhaps in Asia – in the then three major faculties of arts,perhaps in Asia – in the then three major faculties of arts,
science and medicine as eminent lecturers and professorsscience and medicine as eminent lecturers and professors
returned returned from from abroad.abroad.

Sivathamby continued to teach in the Jaffna University untilSivathamby continued to teach in the Jaffna University until
his retirement, facing the challenges imposed by the warhis retirement, facing the challenges imposed by the war
having to tactfully perform his duthaving to tactfully perform his duties as an academic under aies as an academic under a
dual government – an dual government – an unenviable task. With the early passingunenviable task. With the early passing
away of Kailasapathy, his distinguished colleague, with whomaway of Kailasapathy, his distinguished colleague, with whom
he shared common concerns both academic and sohe shared common concerns both academic and social. As itcial. As it
turned out Sivathamby apparently filled the void in Tamilturned out Sivathamby apparently filled the void in Tamil
studies. I am not fully conversant and knowledgeable aboutstudies. I am not fully conversant and knowledgeable about
this major part of his remarkable contribution, Others havethis major part of his remarkable contribution, Others have
commented on this aspect of his academic life – a mattercommented on this aspect of his academic life – a matter
that has been covered abundantly both before and after histhat has been covered abundantly both before and after his
passing away.passing away.

I remember him as an academic who was socially engaged.I remember him as an academic who was socially engaged.
He was a member of the Jaffna Citizens Committee and aHe was a member of the Jaffna Citizens Committee and a
key member of the then Tamil Refugee Organisation in thekey member of the then Tamil Refugee Organisation in the
1980s. I happened to be associated with both in the initial1980s. I happened to be associated with both in the initial
stages. He was also stages. He was also closely involved with the closely involved with the Colombo-baColombo-basedsed
Social ScientistsSocial Scientists' ' AssociatioAssociation – a n – a meeting point for academicsmeeting point for academics
island-wide taking a stand for justice on the National Questiisland-wide taking a stand for justice on the National Questionon
and perceiving world issues from the standpoint of the left.and perceiving world issues from the standpoint of the left.
From Zahira College to Peradeniya, and then as an interpreterFrom Zahira College to Peradeniya, and then as an interpreter
in parliament and from there to Vidyodaya University (nowin parliament and from there to Vidyodaya University (now
Sri Jayewardenapura), he developed a wide range of contactsSri Jayewardenapura), he developed a wide range of contacts
which stood him well in later life. From Jaffna he was able towhich stood him well in later life. From Jaffna he was able to
reach out to a range of Sinhalese and Muslim academics,reach out to a range of Sinhalese and Muslim academics,
writers, artists in drama and the theatre, and political andwriters, artists in drama and the theatre, and political and
social activists. He was a key member of the Progressivesocial activists. He was a key member of the Progressive
Writers. This was his unique role, especially taking intoWriters. This was his unique role, especially taking into
account that his first and primary discipline was Tamilaccount that his first and primary discipline was Tamil
Literature. He was a humanist who reached out far and wide.Literature. He was a humanist who reached out far and wide.
I heard him once address a huge gathering in Toronto as theI heard him once address a huge gathering in Toronto as the
main guest speaker. When he visited Tokyo I witnessed hismain guest speaker. When he visited Tokyo I witnessed his
discussions with Jdiscussions with Japanese scholars in Tamil Sapanese scholars in Tamil Studies.tudies.

It was always a pleasure to engage him in conversationsIt was always a pleasure to engage him in conversations
over a wide range of issues, and specifically in my case onover a wide range of issues, and specifically in my case on

modern history, contemporary issues and very much so themodern history, contemporary issues and very much so the
unresolved national question in this country for over fiveunresolved national question in this country for over five
decades. He could be agitated and did not hdecades. He could be agitated and did not hesitate to expressesitate to express
his views in the strongest of terms. But he would stop shorthis views in the strongest of terms. But he would stop short
of expressing anger and bitterness marked by harsh words.of expressing anger and bitterness marked by harsh words.
He did not attempt to impose his views on his peers.ThisHe did not attempt to impose his views on his peers.This
was the hallmark of an educated person.was the hallmark of an educated person.

I must also acknowledge here the positive comments he hasI must also acknowledge here the positive comments he has
made on numerable occasions to the contributions made bymade on numerable occasions to the contributions made by
Christian missionaries, the Morning Star and ChristianChristian missionaries, the Morning Star and Christian
educational institutions placing them in a historicaleducational institutions placing them in a historical
perspective. Mrs. Sivathamby had her education at the Uduvilperspective. Mrs. Sivathamby had her education at the Uduvil
Girls College and since then had bGirls College and since then had been a live wire and a veryeen a live wire and a very
loyal old student, seen at every function associated withloyal old student, seen at every function associated with
Uduvil. I wish Mrs. Sivathamby, her daughters and all theUduvil. I wish Mrs. Sivathamby, her daughters and all the
members of members of his family well his family well as as they face the they face the irreplaceableirreplaceable
void left by the departure of a much loved family man, avoid left by the departure of a much loved family man, a
remarkable public figure and a good friremarkable public figure and a good friend to so many of us.end to so many of us.

Moments of RecollectionMoments of Recollection

Selvy ThiruchandranSelvy Thiruchandran
Director, Womens Education And Research Centre,Director, Womens Education And Research Centre,
ColomboColombo

Writing tributes to the late Prof. Sivathamby is indeed aWriting tributes to the late Prof. Sivathamby is indeed a
difficult task, considering the multifaceted talents anddifficult task, considering the multifaceted talents and
scholarship he was endowed withscholarship he was endowed with. I have come to know and. I have come to know and
appreciate his multifaceted personality rather late in my life.appreciate his multifaceted personality rather late in my life.
I did not have the opportunity of studying under him and knewI did not have the opportunity of studying under him and knew
him only distantly as a close friend of my brother and the latehim only distantly as a close friend of my brother and the late
Prof. Kailaspathy who was my teacher. My secondProf. Kailaspathy who was my teacher. My second
interaction, again distant, was when he delivered the memorialinteraction, again distant, was when he delivered the memorial
lecture of my father in Jaffna when I was in the Nethlecture of my father in Jaffna when I was in the Netherlands.erlands.
I came to know him closely and use his expertise and litI came to know him closely and use his expertise and literaryerary
genius only when I was writing my Ph.D. thesis. With Prof.genius only when I was writing my Ph.D. thesis. With Prof.
Kanapathypillai and Prof. Kailasapathy out of the scene of Kanapathypillai and Prof. Kailasapathy out of the scene of 
the mortal world, my next recourse was Prof. Sivathamby.the mortal world, my next recourse was Prof. Sivathamby.

I had many problems with the various discourses that hadI had many problems with the various discourses that had
come up in the Tamil literary field and the Tamil studies. Thecome up in the Tamil literary field and the Tamil studies. The
half truths chauvinistic interpretation, nationalistic hallucinationhalf truths chauvinistic interpretation, nationalistic hallucination
that had come up as free flowing inadequacies in the field of that had come up as free flowing inadequacies in the field of 
epistemology have baffled me. Many a time I have to sift theepistemology have baffled me. Many a time I have to sift the
chaff while reading the innumerable publications that I neededchaff while reading the innumerable publications that I needed
to read to make my conclusions but I got confounded. Theto read to make my conclusions but I got confounded. The
more I read the less I became convinced of the stuff thatmore I read the less I became convinced of the stuff that
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was presented as knowledge. It was at this time that was presented as knowledge. It was at this time that I thoughtI thought
of approaching Prof. Sivathamby, it was a delightful diversioof approaching Prof. Sivathamby, it was a delightful diversionn
in terms of getting to know various opinions, in terms of getting to know various opinions, ideas and pointsideas and points
which needed to be sifted through. He injected a criticalwhich needed to be sifted through. He injected a critical
thinking in me with which I have grown from my childhood.thinking in me with which I have grown from my childhood.
His articulation was thoughtful with evidences and references.His articulation was thoughtful with evidences and references.
HoweverHowever, it was , it was not a one not a one way traffic. I still have reservationsway traffic. I still have reservations
on a certain points and raised objections. He was a patienton a certain points and raised objections. He was a patient
listener and magnanimous enough to tolerate my differinglistener and magnanimous enough to tolerate my differing
view points some of which he conceded latview points some of which he conceded later and said with aer and said with a
broad smile that I was educating him. This relationshipbroad smile that I was educating him. This relationship
continued for nearly two decades reaching out of him withcontinued for nearly two decades reaching out of him with
my confusions, questions and sometimes my disagreementsmy confusions, questions and sometimes my disagreements
over what he had written or over the lectures he hadover what he had written or over the lectures he had
delivered. Throughout this period I did not experience thedelivered. Throughout this period I did not experience the
arrogance of knowledge or the arrogance of power thatarrogance of knowledge or the arrogance of power that
comes out of it. Many times we left with unreconciledcomes out of it. Many times we left with unreconciled
differences only to meet again. Many a time he has calleddifferences only to meet again. Many a time he has called
me to clarify Derrida and Foucault and other relevant socialme to clarify Derrida and Foucault and other relevant social
science theories. It was a mutual exchange of knowledgescience theories. It was a mutual exchange of knowledge
and mutual and mutual experience of learning. It experience of learning. It was moments of was moments of pridepride
for me that I taught him feminist theories; since he was alreadyfor me that I taught him feminist theories; since he was already
open to them, I did not experiopen to them, I did not experience the male chauvinism thatence the male chauvinism that
may other educated comrades displayed. Thmay other educated comrades displayed. There was no needere was no need
for me to further convert him.To talk about his personality hefor me to further convert him.To talk about his personality he
impressed me with his impressed me with his simplicitysimplicity, frankness and his , frankness and his deep desiredeep desire
to always part with his knowledge to whoever whoto always part with his knowledge to whoever who
approached him. There was no trace of approached him. There was no trace of vindictiveness in him.vindictiveness in him.
Even when people who criticized him vehemently went toEven when people who criticized him vehemently went to
him seeking his help he gave the necessary help. He hashim seeking his help he gave the necessary help. He has
confessed to me with tears in eyes that a few who haveconfessed to me with tears in eyes that a few who have
learnt under him, had turned against him, attacking not hislearnt under him, had turned against him, attacking not his
views but his person. His heart was as large as his body andviews but his person. His heart was as large as his body and
forgiveness sprang out all the time.forgiveness sprang out all the time.

The absence of Prof. The absence of Prof. Sivathamby from the Tamil WSivathamby from the Tamil World createorld create
a vacuum, since his place cannot be easily filled because hea vacuum, since his place cannot be easily filled because he
had many visions in him. He politicihad many visions in him. He politicized knowledge and hadzed knowledge and had
political knowlpolitical knowledge as well. Reading Marxism into Tamil textedge as well. Reading Marxism into Tamil text
was something of an innovative exercise in which Sri Lankawas something of an innovative exercise in which Sri Lanka
played a prominent role along with scholars like Prof.played a prominent role along with scholars like Prof.
Kailasapathy, Prof. Sivathamby and Prof. Nuhuman . HeKailasapathy, Prof. Sivathamby and Prof. Nuhuman . He
combined historiography with Tamil studies to comprehendcombined historiography with Tamil studies to comprehend
the Tamil Social Formation and Tamil Literature, from thethe Tamil Social Formation and Tamil Literature, from the
Sangam period to the Sangam period to the twenty-first centurytwenty-first century. He . He saw interactingsaw interacting
influences between them. influences between them. He grew with He grew with the times and the times and appliedapplied
new epistemological theories that came from the Westernnew epistemological theories that came from the Western
world in Literary Studies, Film Studies and Theatworld in Literary Studies, Film Studies and Theatre.re.

In summing up my contribution I want to plead with TamilIn summing up my contribution I want to plead with Tamil
scholars to apply and impart intergenerationally the criticalscholars to apply and impart intergenerationally the critical
knowledge that they have learnt from the late. Prof.knowledge that they have learnt from the late. Prof.
Sivathamby, so that we can fill the vacuum in the future.Sivathamby, so that we can fill the vacuum in the future.

Man of InsightsMan of Insights
Karthigesu Sivathamby Was One of the GreatKarthigesu Sivathamby Was One of the Great
Progressive Thinkers and Versatile Scholars of OurProgressive Thinkers and Versatile Scholars of Our
TimeTime

S. DorairajS. Dorairaj

 Frontline Frontline, August 12, 2011, August 12, 2011

It was a baritone voice that people across the globe heardIt was a baritone voice that people across the globe heard
with reverence, for they recognized it and considered thewith reverence, for they recognized it and considered the
man who owned man who owned it, Karthigesu Sivathamby, it, Karthigesu Sivathamby, as the voice as the voice of of 
reason on many of the pressing social and cultural issues of reason on many of the pressing social and cultural issues of 
their time. On July 6, that voice fell silent; Sivathamby, onetheir time. On July 6, that voice fell silent; Sivathamby, one
of the great progressive thinkers of our time and versatileof the great progressive thinkers of our time and versatile
scholar, social historian and critic, passed away in his Colomboscholar, social historian and critic, passed away in his Colombo
residence at the age of 79. His insightful and pioneeringresidence at the age of 79. His insightful and pioneering
works, especially on Tamil literature and culture, will works, especially on Tamil literature and culture, will continuecontinue
to guide scholars and writers for generations to come.to guide scholars and writers for generations to come.
Sivathamby’s interests were varied, but it is the scientificSivathamby’s interests were varied, but it is the scientific
and sociological perspective in his analysis of and sociological perspective in his analysis of TaTamil culturemil culture
from the Sangam age to the modern era of the mass mediafrom the Sangam age to the modern era of the mass media
that continues to amaze scholars today. His analyses on thethat continues to amaze scholars today. His analyses on the
origin and growth of the Dravidiorigin and growth of the Dravidian Movement, the Pure Tamilan Movement, the Pure Tamil
Movement, and the impact of cinema on politics in TamilMovement, and the impact of cinema on politics in Tamil
Nadu have also stood the test of time and won critical acclaim.Nadu have also stood the test of time and won critical acclaim.

Sivathamby authored more than 50 books and monographs.Sivathamby authored more than 50 books and monographs.
His doctoral thesis on “Drama in Ancient Tamil Society”His doctoral thesis on “Drama in Ancient Tamil Society”
traces the genesis of Tamil theatre from the earliest periodtraces the genesis of Tamil theatre from the earliest period
of Sangam literature to the 5th century A.D. Some of hisof Sangam literature to the 5th century A.D. Some of his
books arebooks are  Being  Being a a TTamil amil and and Sri Sri LankanLankan,, The Tamil FilmThe Tamil Film

as a Medium of Political Communicationas a Medium of Political Communication,, Literary Hist Literary Historyory

in Tamil – A Historiographical Analysis, Tamilin Tamil – A Historiographical Analysis, Tamil

 Na Na ttioio nana lili sm sm anan d d SoSocici al al CoCo nfnf lili ctct ss, , ThThe e OOriri gigi n n anand d 

 De Deveve lolopmpmenen t t of of TamTamil il ShShoror t t StStorory, y, NoNoveve l l anand d LiLi fefe ,,

Understanding the Dravidian Movement Understanding the Dravidian Movement andand ConfrontingConfronting

the Prospects for Peace in Sri Lanka.the Prospects for Peace in Sri Lanka.Among his 200-oddAmong his 200-odd
research papers are the following: “The Ritualistic Origin of research papers are the following: “The Ritualistic Origin of 
Tamil Drama”, “Early South Indian Society and Economy:Tamil Drama”, “Early South Indian Society and Economy:
The Tinai Concept”, “Cankam Literature and Archaeology”,The Tinai Concept”, “Cankam Literature and Archaeology”,
“The Development of Aristocracy in Ancient Tamil Nadu”,“The Development of Aristocracy in Ancient Tamil Nadu”,
“Politicians as Players”, “Religion: Cultural Integration for“Politicians as Players”, “Religion: Cultural Integration for
Human Development in Sri Lanka: A Socialist Viewpoint”,Human Development in Sri Lanka: A Socialist Viewpoint”,
“Tamil Novel Since the Fifties”, “The Sri Lankan Tamil“Tamil Novel Since the Fifties”, “The Sri Lankan Tamil
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Question: 1977-1983”, “Tamil Nationalism and SocialQuestion: 1977-1983”, “Tamil Nationalism and Social
Conflicts”, “American Influence on Sri Conflicts”, “American Influence on Sri Lanka’Lanka’s Social s Social Life”,Life”,
“Muslim Tamil Relations and the Sri Lanka Ethnic Crisis”“Muslim Tamil Relations and the Sri Lanka Ethnic Crisis”
and “Vaiyapuripillai as a Literary Historian of Tamil: Anand “Vaiyapuripillai as a Literary Historian of Tamil: An
Analysis of his Ideology and Methodology as Seen in HisAnalysis of his Ideology and Methodology as Seen in His
‘History of Tamil Language and Literature’”. These works‘History of Tamil Language and Literature’”. These works
offer testimony to his industry, intellectual honesty,offer testimony to his industry, intellectual honesty,
thoroughness and accuracy, scholars point out.thoroughness and accuracy, scholars point out.

“His work is valuable, both for what it achieves and for what“His work is valuable, both for what it achieves and for what
it will help others to achieve.” That was how Georgeit will help others to achieve.” That was how George
Thomson, Sivathamby’s guide at the University of Thomson, Sivathamby’s guide at the University of 
Birmingham, described “Drama in Ancient Tamil Society”.Birmingham, described “Drama in Ancient Tamil Society”.
Describing Sivathamby as an “original thinker well-versed inDescribing Sivathamby as an “original thinker well-versed in
ancient and modern literature and art”, his contemporary andancient and modern literature and art”, his contemporary and
veteran Sri Lankan writer S. Ganesalingan, said: “His researchveteran Sri Lankan writer S. Ganesalingan, said: “His research
works on Tamil literature and sociology will vouch works on Tamil literature and sociology will vouch for it. Forfor it. For
him, art itself was universal, originating him, art itself was universal, originating from rituals, and thisfrom rituals, and this
was the bottom line of all his commitments towards art andwas the bottom line of all his commitments towards art and
literature. He literature. He always held always held Marxism and Marxism and sociology as sociology as thethe
basis for his approach to research. His basis for his approach to research. His rational thinking maderational thinking made
him adopt this particular kind of approach.” He also said him adopt this particular kind of approach.” He also said thatthat
Sivathamby treated Greek tragedy purely as an aesthetic formSivathamby treated Greek tragedy purely as an aesthetic form
of expression, pertaining to perception by the senses andof expression, pertaining to perception by the senses and
appreciation or criticiappreciation or criticism of the beautiful or of art. The sm of the beautiful or of art. The veteranveteran
folklorist A. Sivasubramanian recalled Sivathamby’s longfolklorist A. Sivasubramanian recalled Sivathamby’s long
association with the Communist Party of Sri Lanka and saidassociation with the Communist Party of Sri Lanka and said
he never concealed his adherence to Marxism. For him thehe never concealed his adherence to Marxism. For him the
ideology was not a stagnant poideology was not a stagnant pool but a flowing perennial river.ol but a flowing perennial river.
He had never been dogmatic. This became possible for himHe had never been dogmatic. This became possible for him
because he keenly followed developments and constantlybecause he keenly followed developments and constantly
updated his knowledge by absorbing the positive aspects of updated his knowledge by absorbing the positive aspects of 
new trends in the progressive world, Sivasubramanian opined.new trends in the progressive world, Sivasubramanian opined.

He pointed out that though the scholar adopted a sociologicalHe pointed out that though the scholar adopted a sociological
approach from a Marxist perspective for his research, heapproach from a Marxist perspective for his research, he
carefully avoided jargon and clichescarefully avoided jargon and cliches. Readers, he said, always. Readers, he said, always
appreciated Sivathamby’s approach for being unbiased andappreciated Sivathamby’s approach for being unbiased and
straight. Sivathamby engaged himself actively in promotingstraight. Sivathamby engaged himself actively in promoting
Koothu, the native traditional theatre, in Sri Lanka in a bigKoothu, the native traditional theatre, in Sri Lanka in a big
wayway. He also . He also associated himself keenly with the associated himself keenly with the New TheatreNew Theatre
Movement, besides evincing interest in radio drama.Movement, besides evincing interest in radio drama.

According to S. Thothathri, a functionAccording to S. Thothathri, a functionary of the Tary of the Tamil Naduamil Nadu
Kalai Ilakkiya Perumanram (Tamil Nadu Art and LiteraryKalai Ilakkiya Perumanram (Tamil Nadu Art and Literary
Federation), at one stage Sivathamby was drawn toFederation), at one stage Sivathamby was drawn to
postmodernism. However, he accepted it with reservations,postmodernism. However, he accepted it with reservations,
he said. V. he said. V. Arasu, Professor Arasu, Professor and Head, Dand Head, Department of Tamilepartment of Tamil
Literature, University of Madras, said South Indian literaryLiterature, University of Madras, said South Indian literary
history writing was history writing was Sivathamby’Sivathamby’s most s most significant contributionsignificant contribution

to Tamil society. When scholars from abroad and theirto Tamil society. When scholars from abroad and their
counterparts in India failed to give due importance to Southcounterparts in India failed to give due importance to South
India, he took upon himself the task of recording, with theIndia, he took upon himself the task of recording, with the
help of classical texts, many aspects of South Indian literaryhelp of classical texts, many aspects of South Indian literary
history. Breaking away from the traditional approach, hehistory. Breaking away from the traditional approach, he
stressed the need to give the same level of importance tostressed the need to give the same level of importance to
both classical and modern literature, Arasu said. Scholarsboth classical and modern literature, Arasu said. Scholars
point out that Sivathamby never failed to appreciate creativpoint out that Sivathamby never failed to appreciate creativee
writing. A case in point is his assessment of the works of writing. A case in point is his assessment of the works of 
Jayakanthan, a JnanpJayakanthan, a Jnanpith Aith Award winner: “One of ward winner: “One of the greatestthe greatest
contributions of Jayakanthan is the change he brought aboutcontributions of Jayakanthan is the change he brought about
in the process of thinkin the process of thinking in the Tamil literary world.ing in the Tamil literary world.

“He [Jayakanthan] wrote about subjects not explored by“He [Jayakanthan] wrote about subjects not explored by
others. His writings revolved around the lives of ordinaryothers. His writings revolved around the lives of ordinary
people, especially thpeople, especially those who were on the margins of sose who were on the margins of society.ociety.
He identified the agon [a literary device in Greek tragedyHe identified the agon [a literary device in Greek tragedy
indicating conflict] in the lives of the subaltern and popularisedindicating conflict] in the lives of the subaltern and popularised
them.”them.”

Research on cinemaResearch on cinema

SSivathamby gave importance to the media, both print andivathamby gave importance to the media, both print and
visual, while teaching 20visual, while teaching 20th century social history, Arasuth century social history, Arasu

said. At a time when Tamil scholars treated films as said. At a time when Tamil scholars treated films as anathema,anathema,
he took up extensive research on cinema. According to P.he took up extensive research on cinema. According to P.
Anandakumar, professor, Gandhigram Rural University,Anandakumar, professor, Gandhigram Rural University,
Sivathamby was of the view that the cinema hall was theSivathamby was of the view that the cinema hall was the
first performance centre where all Tamils sat under the samefirst performance centre where all Tamils sat under the same
roof.roof.

Referring to Referring to Sivathamby’Sivathamby’s book s book The TThe Tamil Film as a Meamil Film as a Mediumdium

of Political Communicationof Political Communication, Anandakumar said the scholar, Anandakumar said the scholar
had pointed out that the motion picture was “from the beginninhad pointed out that the motion picture was “from the beginningg
an entertainment, produced for the masses despite thean entertainment, produced for the masses despite the
indifference or disapproval of the cultivated minority”, whileindifference or disapproval of the cultivated minority”, while
the tradition of music, drama and literature reached their firstthe tradition of music, drama and literature reached their first
eminence as an exclusive possession of the educatedeminence as an exclusive possession of the educated
aristocracy.aristocracy.

Rama Sundaram, former head of the Scientific TamilRama Sundaram, former head of the Scientific Tamil
Department, Thanjavur Tamil University, describedDepartment, Thanjavur Tamil University, described
Sivathamby’s research onSivathamby’s research on TinaiTinai in early South Indian societyin early South Indian society
as a pioneering work. (as a pioneering work. (TinaiTinai represents the natural landrepresents the natural land
divisions on the basis of which behaviour patterns aredivisions on the basis of which behaviour patterns are
developed.) Thoughdeveloped.) Though TinaiTinai had been regarded only from ahad been regarded only from a
literary perspective for a long time, Sivathamby gave a Marxistliterary perspective for a long time, Sivathamby gave a Marxist
interpretation to the socio-economic evolution of the fivefoldinterpretation to the socio-economic evolution of the fivefold
division: Kurinji, Mullai, Marudam, Neithal and Paalai. Hedivision: Kurinji, Mullai, Marudam, Neithal and Paalai. He
also stressed the fact that thealso stressed the fact that the TinaisTinais were a contemporarywere a contemporary
physical reality. Sivathamby and his contemporary, K.physical reality. Sivathamby and his contemporary, K.
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Kailasapathy, who were a part of the progressive literaryKailasapathy, who were a part of the progressive literary
movement in Sri Lanka, had lively exchanges with theirmovement in Sri Lanka, had lively exchanges with their
counterparts in counterparts in India. Besides India. Besides contributing contributing to progressiveto progressive
literary magazines such asliterary magazines such as Shanthi, SaraswathiShanthi, Saraswathi anandd
ThamaraiThamarai, they also visited Tamil Nadu to interact with, they also visited Tamil Nadu to interact with
literary personalities, including stalwarts such as P.literary personalities, including stalwarts such as P.
Jeevanandam, T.M.C. Raghunathan and N. Vanamamalai,Jeevanandam, T.M.C. Raghunathan and N. Vanamamalai,
said Rama Sundaram.said Rama Sundaram.

One aspect that could not be ignored by One aspect that could not be ignored by the progressive worldthe progressive world
was that Sivathamby and Kailasapathy with their Marxistwas that Sivathamby and Kailasapathy with their Marxist
background were also professors in universities in background were also professors in universities in Sri Lanka,Sri Lanka,
and together they played a major role in evolving the curriculaand together they played a major role in evolving the curricula
and syllabi for Tamil students, Arasu said. Impressed byand syllabi for Tamil students, Arasu said. Impressed by
Sivathamby’s exemplary contributions to the institutions of Sivathamby’s exemplary contributions to the institutions of 
higher learning in Sri Lanka and guidance of students inhigher learning in Sri Lanka and guidance of students in
research, the University of Madras and certain otherresearch, the University of Madras and certain other
universities iuniversities in Tn Tamil Nadu invited hiamil Nadu invited him to be a visiting profesm to be a visiting professor.sor.
It would be no exaggeration to say It would be no exaggeration to say that Sivathamby the socialthat Sivathamby the social
historian made sincere attempts to fathom the political andhistorian made sincere attempts to fathom the political and
cultural history of Tamil Nadu to ascertain the factors thatcultural history of Tamil Nadu to ascertain the factors that
contributed to the origin, growth and metamorphosis of thecontributed to the origin, growth and metamorphosis of the
Dravidian Movement right from the days of the Pure TamilDravidian Movement right from the days of the Pure Tamil
Movement up to the successive splits suMovement up to the successive splits suffered by the Dravidarffered by the Dravidar
Kazhagam and the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam, even asKazhagam and the Dravida Munnetra Kazhagam, even as
the Marxists in the State were involved in a similar exercise.the Marxists in the State were involved in a similar exercise.

On Dravidian MovementOn Dravidian Movement

AA part from his research papers, including the one titledpart from his research papers, including the one titled
“Understanding the Dravidian Movement – Problems“Understanding the Dravidian Movement – Problems

and Perspectives”, he had shared his views on the subject inand Perspectives”, he had shared his views on the subject in
in-depth interviews to magazines. In one of his intin-depth interviews to magazines. In one of his interviews toerviews to

FrontlineFrontline (April 29, 1988), he traced the origin of the(April 29, 1988), he traced the origin of the
movement thus: “The Dravidian Movement arose out of themovement thus: “The Dravidian Movement arose out of the
real, as well as the imagined, grievances of certain non-real, as well as the imagined, grievances of certain non-
Brahmin sections of the population of the old, compositeBrahmin sections of the population of the old, composite
Madras Presidency against the Brahmins…. In securingMadras Presidency against the Brahmins…. In securing
government posts under the British, the Brahmins had agovernment posts under the British, the Brahmins had a
competitive edge over these land-holding, trade-orientedcompetitive edge over these land-holding, trade-oriented
castes.castes.

“But then with E.V. “But then with E.V. Ramaswami NaickerRamaswami Naicker’s entry in the 1930s,’s entry in the 1930s,
there was a turning point. The pro-British Justice Party gotthere was a turning point. The pro-British Justice Party got
discredited, and the movement thereafter took on a particularlydiscredited, and the movement thereafter took on a particularly
‘Tamil’ flavour. EVR (Periyar) started an atheistic, rationalist‘Tamil’ flavour. EVR (Periyar) started an atheistic, rationalist
movement, with Singaravelu Chettiar [who became the firstmovement, with Singaravelu Chettiar [who became the first
communist from South India] supporting him communist from South India] supporting him at the start. Afterat the start. After
the Vthe Vaikom issue of templaikom issue of temple entry for the untoe entry for the untouchables, EVRuchables, EVR
left the Congress. His Self-Respect Movement (left the Congress. His Self-Respect Movement (SuyaSuya

 Mariyaadai  Mariyaadai IyakkamIyakkam) sought to unite all the non-Brahmins) sought to unite all the non-Brahmins
against the overwhelming traditional prestige of the Brahmins,against the overwhelming traditional prestige of the Brahmins,
and their pre-eminent position in the ritual hierarchy. Andand their pre-eminent position in the ritual hierarchy. And
then there is the third stream – thethen there is the third stream – the TanittamilTanittamil or Pure Tamilor Pure Tamil
Movement of Maraimalai Adigal, which is Movement of Maraimalai Adigal, which is really much older,really much older,
dating from 1916.dating from 1916.

“By 1930 all these three streams – the grievances of the“By 1930 all these three streams – the grievances of the
Justice Party, EVR’s Self-Respect Movement, and the PureJustice Party, EVR’s Self-Respect Movement, and the Pure
Tamil Movement – had converged. Along with theTamil Movement – had converged. Along with the
Independence struggle grew this Dravidian Movement, andIndependence struggle grew this Dravidian Movement, and
by 1949 it had become a socio-political reality.” In anotherby 1949 it had become a socio-political reality.” In another
interview tointerview to FrontlineFrontline (November 8, 2002), Sivathamby dwelt(November 8, 2002), Sivathamby dwelt
at length on issues relating to the at length on issues relating to the crisis faced by the Dravidiancrisis faced by the Dravidian
Movement. “[T]he tragedy of Tamil Nadu is, as I look at itMovement. “[T]he tragedy of Tamil Nadu is, as I look at it
as a student of Tamil literature and as a Marxist, there hasas a student of Tamil literature and as a Marxist, there has
been a de-ideologisation of politics. As a Marxist, I wouldbeen a de-ideologisation of politics. As a Marxist, I would
say that the basic problem was that the whole Dravidiansay that the basic problem was that the whole Dravidian
ideology was not shaped in tideology was not shaped in terms of economics,” he opined.erms of economics,” he opined.
“[T]he socio-political grievances for which the Dravidian“[T]he socio-political grievances for which the Dravidian
Movement gave expression were not cemented with a basicMovement gave expression were not cemented with a basic
economic perspective…. Owing to its inability to forge aeconomic perspective…. Owing to its inability to forge a
politico-economic outlook, the leadership took the path of politico-economic outlook, the leadership took the path of 
populism [when the movement wielded political power]”.populism [when the movement wielded political power]”.

As his country was undergoing a turbulent period, with ethnicAs his country was undergoing a turbulent period, with ethnic
TamTamils demanding a fair deal, ils demanding a fair deal, Sivathamby did not chooSivathamby did not choose tose to
give sermons from an ivory tower. His stature did not allowgive sermons from an ivory tower. His stature did not allow
him to be a ringside watcher either. According to M.D.him to be a ringside watcher either. According to M.D.
Rajkumar, fellow, Central Institute of Classical Tamil, theRajkumar, fellow, Central Institute of Classical Tamil, the
scholar, without even minding about his personal safety,scholar, without even minding about his personal safety,
undertook a lot of fieldwork to end the undertook a lot of fieldwork to end the hostilities, rehabihostilities, rehabilitatelitate
the internally displaced people and the internally displaced people and enable his Taenable his Tamil brethrenmil brethren
to live with dignto live with dignity and honour. He played a remarkable roleity and honour. He played a remarkable role
in this regard in his capacity as chairman, Coordinatingin this regard in his capacity as chairman, Coordinating
Committee of Citizens of North and East of Sri Lanka (1984-Committee of Citizens of North and East of Sri Lanka (1984-
1986); member, National Committee for the Monitoring of 1986); member, National Committee for the Monitoring of 
the Cessation of Hostilities (1985-1986); chairman, thethe Cessation of Hostilities (1985-1986); chairman, the
Refugee Rehabilitation Organisation (1986-1998); and patronRefugee Rehabilitation Organisation (1986-1998); and patron
of the Colombo Tamil Sangam. Born in Karaveddi of the Colombo Tamil Sangam. Born in Karaveddi in Jaffnain Jaffna
in 1932, Sivathamby studied B.A. (History, Economics andin 1932, Sivathamby studied B.A. (History, Economics and
Tamil) and M.A. (Tamil) at the University of Ceylon andTamil) and M.A. (Tamil) at the University of Ceylon and
received his Ph.D. (Drama in Ancient Tamil Society) fromreceived his Ph.D. (Drama in Ancient Tamil Society) from
the University of Birminthe University of Birmingham in 1970. Agham in 1970. Awards and honourswards and honours
knocked on his doors in recognition of his contributions toknocked on his doors in recognition of his contributions to
TamTamil society and il society and humanity as a whole.humanity as a whole.

He had served as a simultaneous interpreter in the House of He had served as a simultaneous interpreter in the House of 
RepresentativRepresentatives of Parliament of, Ceylon. He taught at Zahiraes of Parliament of, Ceylon. He taught at Zahira
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College, and Vidyodaya University of Jaffna, and EasternCollege, and Vidyodaya University of Jaffna, and Eastern
University of Sri Lanka.University of Sri Lanka.

He was a visiting professor of Tamil at the University of He was a visiting professor of Tamil at the University of 
Madras and the Institute of International Studies, Chennai.Madras and the Institute of International Studies, Chennai.
He was also a senior research fellow/visiting fellow atHe was also a senior research fellow/visiting fellow at
Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi, Tamil University,Jawaharlal Nehru University, Delhi, Tamil University,
Thanjavur, and the University of Cambridge. “UnfortunatelyThanjavur, and the University of Cambridge. “Unfortunately
the renowned Tamil scholar was given a raw deal in Tamilthe renowned Tamil scholar was given a raw deal in Tamil
Nadu on a Nadu on a couple of couple of occasions: he was denied permoccasions: he was denied permission toission to
present a paper at the fifth World Tamil Conference held inpresent a paper at the fifth World Tamil Conference held in
Madurai in 1981 and he was not even allowed to participateMadurai in 1981 and he was not even allowed to participate
in the eighth meet in Thanjavur iin the eighth meet in Thanjavur in 1995,” lamented a scholar.n 1995,” lamented a scholar.
However, at the World Classical Tamil Conference held inHowever, at the World Classical Tamil Conference held in
Coimbatore last year, as chairman of the academic commitCoimbatore last year, as chairman of the academic committee,tee,
Sivathamby called for greater coordination among universitiesSivathamby called for greater coordination among universities
to streamline postdoctoral research in Tamil at a global level.to streamline postdoctoral research in Tamil at a global level.
In an interview toIn an interview to FrontlineFrontline (July 30, 2010) during the meet,(July 30, 2010) during the meet,

he allayed all apprehensions about the he allayed all apprehensions about the future of Tafuture of Tamil. “Unlikemil. “Unlike
a tribal language, Tamil has a civilisation. When I say so, Ia tribal language, Tamil has a civilisation. When I say so, I
mean Tmean Tamil’s antiquity and contiamil’s antiquity and continuity. The language has beennuity. The language has been
able to face challenges in every major historical phase…. Inable to face challenges in every major historical phase…. In
all these phases Taall these phases Tamil has changed and it is bound to mil has changed and it is bound to change,change,
but its identity remains,” he asserted. “Tamil has been abut its identity remains,” he asserted. “Tamil has been a
secular language: even religions that are competitisecular language: even religions that are competitive in theirve in their
explanation of the world found it easy and approachable toexplanation of the world found it easy and approachable to
express their ideas,” he pointed out. Stressing the need forexpress their ideas,” he pointed out. Stressing the need for
efforts to eliminate the questions and situations that led toefforts to eliminate the questions and situations that led to
the “so-called separatist rights” in the post-civil the “so-called separatist rights” in the post-civil war scenariowar scenario
in Sri Lanka, he also made an appeal to both communities,in Sri Lanka, he also made an appeal to both communities,
through that interview, for peaceful coexistence. “Thethrough that interview, for peaceful coexistence. “The
Sinhalese should accept tSinhalese should accept that we are That we are Tamils and Sri Lankans,amils and Sri Lankans,
and we should accept that they are Sinhaland we should accept that they are Sinhalese and Sri Lankans.ese and Sri Lankans.
This does not mean the country belongs to any one of theThis does not mean the country belongs to any one of the
communities. It is ours….”communities. It is ours….”

Now ANow Available at the vailable at the SSA / Suriya Bookshop. New Books SSA / Suriya Bookshop. New Books by Jayadeva Uyangodaby Jayadeva Uyangoda
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